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Abstract

In this paper a new technique of sending data between
molecular processors is presented. The molecular proces-
sor is a processing data unit. Its computation results have
to be sent to other units in the form of addressed messages
- tokens. Necessary experiments were performed. All op-
erations were implemented in DNA. DNA processors and
tokens were specially designed DNA strings. Results of ex-
periments prove our assumptions.

Keywords: DNA computing, molecular processor, DNA tokens, molec-
ular modus ponens, parallel data tokens processing

1 Introduction

F
OR over 50 years traditional electronic computers op-
erating principles have remained almost the same like

those prepared by Turing and von Neumann [1, 2]. Mod-
ern computers are very quick and work unfailingly, but
do not compute massively in parallel connecting up to
about 9000 processors. Other their faults are connected
with their large dimensions about 10000 nm3 per 1 bit
and their great energy consumption, though smaller 1000
times than 50 years ago. Researchers and computer ex-
perts are convinced that some alternative technologies will
appear [3, 4]. Quantum computing and molecular comput-
ing are potential candidates for such technologies, and are
under extensive development [5].

To perform computing DNA molecules may be used.
In DNA computing [6] information is stored in DNA
molecules. An initial set of molecules usually contains all
correct and wrong solutions e.g one vessel contains about
1020 DNA strings. DNA computing may be considered as
a set of processing steps on DNA molecules for solving
a specific problem according to a precisely defined proce-
dure. A solution - extraction of correct strings - is reached
by the exclusive use of genetic engineering operations on
DNA such as hybridization, denaturation, ligation, PCR,
etc.

DNA molecules are linear polymers built with chemical
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bonds from four building blocks - nucleotides denoted by
symbols A, C, G and T as is depicted in Fig. 1. Since DNA
polymers are composed of four nucleotides, they represent
chains of symbols over 4-letter alphabet. Therefore DNA
computing is adequate for processing symbols and logi-
cal structures [7–13], but also for general implementation
of DNA computer [14–16] and especially for solving NP-
complete problems [17–20] requiring large solution space
scanning.

strong bonds

nucleotideshydrogen bonds

Fig. 1. DNA structure

Recently high-density oligonucleotide arrays so called
DNA chips were developed as tools for sequencing by hy-
bridization (SBH) [21]. It is possible to design and synthe-
size in situ on the support using light-directed solid phase
combinatorial chemistry [22] the square inch high-density
oligonucleotides arrays for monitoring the expression lev-
els of nearly all (about 6500) yeast genes equalling about
14 Mb of information [23]. The progress in this area al-
lows DNA integrated circuits to be basic devices for ex-
tremely miniaturized DNA computers [24].

Special microreactors are used in automatic data-flow
systems [25, 26]. Microreactor consists of microchan-
nel and reaction chamber systems intended for performing
chemical reactions on nanoscale. Microreactor layers con-
sists of microchannels, micropumps, microvalves made in
silicon wafers. Microcapillaries join the reactor providing
input and output chemical compounds.

In this paper we described and implemented a new
methodology of processing data tokens sent or exchanged
between molecular processors in parallel. This new tech-
nique is based on molecular implementation of the modus
ponens rule represented by the molecular processor. From
the input tokens the quite new output tokens are generated
and can be used in further parallel computation. After per-
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forming successfully done experiments it seems that this
methodology paves a way towards powerful and massively
parallel molecular computers.

2 Fundamental Operations on DNA

DNA molecules are directional polymers, due to the
details of the biochemical structure and synthesis. Their
beginning is denoted as 5’ and end as 3’. Due to spe-
cific stereochemical interactions between A:T and C:G nu-
cleotides DNA molecules can form antiparallel duplexes,
provided that their sequence is complementary - allowing
to form A:T and C:G pairs. Therefore in double stranded
DNA the information is stored in both strands, in standard
and complementary sequence.

Single or double DNA fragments are often called
oligonucleotides or oligos, primers, strings and strands.
In DNA computing a DNA string is represented by a se-
quence of four basic nucleotides and is usually described
by letters A; T;G;C. It may exist as a separate DNA frag-
ment or within a longer one e.g. a string a may be denoted
by a sequence: 50AGTC30 or may exist within a longer
string z = 50AGAAGTCCTA30. A formal language
may be created from DNA strings. The set of all single
DNA strings over the alphabet � = fA; T;G;Cg is called
the basic language of DNA computing and denoted by ��.
Up to now several DNA computing notation standards was
worked out e.g. DNA-Pascal [27], splicing [28–31] and
other [32–35]. Here we introduce our symbolic represen-
tation, which is useful for molecular binary operations.

Digits 50; 30 denoting orientation of a DNA string can
be replaced with symbols j >. The length of the string
a is denoted by: jaj, and its value is equal to a number of
symbols forming the string a e.g. jAGTCj has a length of
four basic symbols: nucleotides. Using exemplary strings
we can write:

a = ja >= 50AGTC30

b = jb >= jTCAGTCTAG >

z = jz >= jAGAAGTCCTA >,
, z = 50AGA � a � CTA30

s =< sj = 30GATGACTGA50

jaj = 4; jzj = 10

It should be noticed that a null string denoted by a sym-
bol " is a set with zero basic symbols. Thus j"j = 0. In
DNA computing the null string represents logical zero. A
right part of the string a is described by a symbol 00 in the
upper, right index of the letter a: a00, and a left part of the
string by a symbol 0 in the upper, right index of the letter
a: a0. If a number of string parts is greater than three, then
in the upper, right letter index an ordinal number is placed
e.g. the string a is divided into four parts: a0; aii; aiii; aiv .

A string complementary to a is described by the same

letter, but with an added symbol tilde ( ~ ) this means ~a.
Two complementary strings a and ~a create after hybridiza-
tion a double stranded string â made of complementary
pairs A = T; T = A;C � G;G � C. Note that a string
with an orientation 50 ! 30 is always an upper string or a
single string, and a single string with an orientation 30 ! 50

should be underlined.

â =
ja >
< ~aj

=

�
a

~a

�
To the described below DNA chip strings a;~b; ~a are at-

tached. They are underlined to mark their 3’5’ orientation.
Other strings ~a; b; a are annealed to them and can be ex-
tracted together with the array. This linear representation
of square arrays is quite conventional.�

~a b a

a ~b ~a

�
Operations on DNA oligos [36, 37] may be described in

the following way:

1. Hybridization or Renaturation means connecting of
single complementary DNA strings and forming double
stranded molecules. This operation is caused by cooling
down the test tube reaction solution and denoted by sym-
bols heat #.
2. Denaturation means disconnecting single complemen-
tary strings from double stranded DNA molecules and is
caused by heating the test tube reaction solution. Usually
this operation is connected with the operation of mixing the
solution. It is denoted by heat ".
3. Cutting of a double DNA string into two parts is per-
formed in DNA computing with the help of enzymes. This
means that a given string d may be digested by the enzyme
in the presence of a hybridized complementary to d (at least
in the neighbourhood of a place to cut) string denoted by
a letter c. The enzyme with an ordinal number equal to 5
cuts the string d together with the string cwhat is described
below. �

� 5d �

~5c

�
=

�
� d0 d00 �

c0 c00

�
)

)

�
� d0 + � d00 �

c0 � + c00

�
)

)

�
� d0

c0 +

�
+

�
+ d00 �

c00

�
A sign + at the side of a DNA string describes a sticky
end of it shorter than the nearest complementary oligo.
A sign � at the right side of the DNA string describes
a sticky end of it longer than the nearest complementary
string. The same signs at both ends of complementary
strings mean that these strings form a double stranded oligo
with blunt ends. Note that the sign + may be additionally
applied to mark a symbolic disjunction between two hy-
bridized primers, and the sign � to denote concatenation of
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strings (after hybridization and ligation), and the sign � to
lengthen a string (of course, only in the equations). These
rules are obligatory only within brackets d and c or ( and ).
4. Concatenation of two strings is a string formed by plac-
ing the second string after the first string without any gap.
In DNA computing joining of two strings is done during
hybridization and ligation. They form together a longer
single string. In order to concatenate two oligos a and b

the complementary to them in the place of joint, hybridized
third one is needed. Usually at least eight complementary
pairs without a gap are necessary (four pairs for each join-
ing string). The third string c is a concatenation of the oligo
complementary to the first string right part a00 and the oligo
complementary to the second string left part b0.

c =fa00 � eb0 =< TCAGAGTCj
Thus concatenation of two strings a and b in the presence
of the complementary, hybridized to them third one c is
denoted by:

ab = a � b
�

= a+ b
c
= fa; bg or

a+ b
�

) a � b
ab = jAGTCTCAGTCTAG >

jabj = 13
The symbol � means in this case the concatenation opera-
tion. The null string is the neutral element for concatena-
tion this means " � a = a � " = a.
5. Amplification (PCR) encreases a number of double
DNA strings chosen by specially designed primers two
times in each cycle. The ends of these primers (square
brackets) denote ends of amplified oligos. A number of
PCR cycles is given in the upper, right corner of the right
square bracket. If the number is unknown it is replaced by
a sign $. After tens of amplification cycles in the test tube
there are millions of chosen DNA fragments copies, which
are in the majority.

heat #; ê � da[e]$b; heat ";

Given above amplification of double string can be de-
scribed in another way as an algorithm:266666

~a � ~e � � � ~b
[ p2]

$

[p1 ]$

a � � � e � b

777775)

)

266666
~e � � � ~b
[ p2]

$

[p1 ]$

a � � � e

777775) �
~e
e

�
;,

where three amplification cycles are presented, and addi-
tional primers p1, p2 are short oligos complementary to
small parts of the given double string.
In the cycle of amplification single strings may be length-
ened from its 3’ end up to their complementary 5’ end e.g.:

heat #;

�
[w ]$

� v

�
)

�
~v
v

�
; heat ";

heat #;

�
� x

[ y]$

�
)

�
~x
x

�
; heat ";

heat #;

�
~v
v

�
(

&�
+ w

z +

�$%
; heat ";

Every amplification described above is done in one cycle
between cooling (heat #) and heating (heat ").
6. Mixing of DNA fragments enables their uniform distri-
bution. It improves search for good hybridizations in the
space of all possible ones.
7. Extracting of DNA fragments with specific sequences
from other DNA strings can be performed in several ways
e.g. with magnetic beads or with DNA chips.

3 DNA Tokens Addressing

The biochemical system of many molecules called
molecular processors can process information. In this pa-
per the mechanism of sending data between processors will
be described. Data sending is realized with use of tokens
which have addresses determining the target processor. In
such system there is no need for shared memory imple-
mentations. Tokens transfer enables synchronization that
is important in not only distributed, but also in massively
parallel computation. A token is made from a DNA string
which structure is depicted in Fig. 2.

address data

Fig. 2. Token structure

The token molecule is a single-stranded DNA string with
two given sectors. At the 5’ end there is an address area
with fixed length. After the address sector there is the data
area with arbitrary length.

Many molecular processors can be put into a single tube.
Therefore there is a need for the addressing mechanism
enabling the first processors to receive messages from the
second ones. The method bases on selective complemen-
tary strings hybridization. Every processor has always the
unique address sector DNA sequence defined especially for
this processor.

An exemplary processor is set to do one simple instruc-
tion: after receiving the addressed to it token A it sends a
token B to another processor. Without a token A it sends
nothing. Processor operation can be described in the fol-
lowing way: if in the solution the token A appears, then
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a)

PROC

SIGN1

enzyme
PRIM

b)

PROC

SIGN1

c)

PROC

SIGN1

d)

PROC

SIGN1

SIGN2

Fig. 3. The amplification operation of passing

a token B addressed to the appropriate processor should
be generated, otherwise no output token ought to be gen-
erated. Fortunately, such a processor can be built from one
DNA string and with the Taq DNA polymerase enzyme.

In experiments the following DNA strings were utilised:
PROC - the processor DNA string, SIGN1 - the input to-
ken DNA string, PRIM - an additional primer. As an output
token the DNA string named SIGN2 is generated. The pri-
mary DNA string named PROC consists of three sectors:
the complementary first one to the address sector of to-
ken A, the special second one only with nucleotides T and
the complementary third one to the address sector of token
B. The mentioned earlier enzyme extends the 3’ end of
the complementary to the primary DNA string primer and
creates the complementary DNA string SIGN2. The used
here unusual attribute of this enzyme allows the comple-
mentary string extending only with nucleotides A usually
beyond the 5’ end of the primary DNA string, but in this
case after reaching the DNA double-stranded joint. The
generated nucleotide A sector will be complementary to
the filled with nucleotides T fragment of the PROC string
placed between the address sectors. The passing operation
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

During first steps the SIGN1 molecule hybridizes to the
PROC molecule, which address sector is complementary
to it as is seen in Fig. 3a. The PRIM primer also attaches
to the SIGN1 molecule to enable its complementary DNA
string creating. During amplification with Taq polymerase
the PRIM string is extended and changed into the first part
of SIGN2 string. The enzyme can not break hydrogen
bonds, so when it reaches the beginning of the double-
stranded address sector of SIGN1, it starts to extend the
SIGN2 with nucleotides A as is depicted in Fig. 3b. After
some time the SIGN2 molecule attaches to the filled with
T fragment of the PROC string (Fig. 3c). Taq polymerase
continues extending of the SIGN2 string adding to it the
complementary to the PROC molecule DNA fragment as
is seen in Fig. 3d. If in the solution the token A does not
appear, then the PRIM molecule will not attach itself to this
token, so no output token B will be generated.

4 Experimental Results

The experiment was implemented in genetic engineering
laboratory and consists of the following steps:

� passing reaction - generating a molecule with sequences
complementary to both input DNA strings as is shown in
Fig. 3,
� amplification reaction,
� detection with process of electrophoresis - initial estima-
tion of experiment results,
� process of sequencing of generated molecule.
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TABLE I
Oligonucleotides sequences

Name [bp] Sequence of nucleotides

SIGN1 38 5’ - CGC CCT ACC CAT CCC
TTT TTT GAC ACA CAT TCC
ACA GC 3’

PROC 62 5’ - TCG AGC AGA CAT GAT
AAG ATA AAT GGA GAA CAT
CAC ATC AGG TTT TTG GGA
TGG GTA GGG CG - 3’

PRIM1 32 5’ - AAA AGC TTG GTA CCG
CTG TGG AAT GTG TGT CA - 3’

PRIM2 27 5’ - GGG GAA TTC TCG AGC
AGA GAT AAG ATA - 3’

TABLE II
DNA strings concentration

Name Concentration liquid amount

SIGN1 3 pM/�l 5 pM
PROC 3 pM/�l 5 pM
PRIM1 12 pM/�l 4 �l 48 pM
dNTP 3 nM/�l 3 �l 9 nM
buffer 10� 5 �l
Taq 1 �l
H2O the rest

SUM 50 �l

Oligonucleotides sequences was introduced in Tab. I. In
the passing reaction substances from Tab. II were used.
The reaction proceeds according to plan in Tab. III. All
necessary compounds together with the buffer (20 mM
Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 2.0 mM MgCl2, 0.01% gelatine, pH
8.6.), primers PRIM1, PRIM2 were utilized in PCR reac-
tion, but only SIGN2 molecules were amplified exponen-
tially. Electrophoretogram in Fig. 4 shows bands produced
by resolving PCR products in acrylamid gel. Standard
marker was added to lanes A;E; I; L. In lanes B;C;D
were put 1 min reaction products (fourth step in Tab. III)
and in lanes F;G;H - 2 min reaction products, in lanes
J;K - 4 min reaction products. As is seen, results do not
depend on reaction time. In lanes B;F were put 27 cy-
cle products, in lanes C;G; J - 31 cycle products, in lanes
D;H;K - 35 cycle products. The final reaction product
SIGN2 has length about 100 bp.

In order to increase reaction efficiency and in the con-
sequence generating correct DNA structures, temperature
was lowered up to 47oC (third step in Tab. III). Standard
marker was put in lanes A;D; I . Lanes B;C;E; F;G;H
contains reaction products. After 30 PCR cycles distinct

TABLE III
Passing operation steps

No [oC] time description

1 95 oC 2 min denaturation
2 48 oC 20 min initial hybridization
3 48 oC - adding Taq polymerase
4 48 oC 2 min passing reaction (1,2 or

4 min)
5 0 oC - reaction stopping

A B C D E F G H I J K L

-100bp

Fig. 4. Electrophoretogram of passing reaction prod-
ucts

bands were obtained as is depicted in Fig. 5. Some bands
has about 100 bp, other ones - about 70 bp, some ones -
30 bp. The shortest ones are primers. The longest ones
were put in a sequencing machine.

Result is described in Tab. IV and proves our assump-
tions that polymerase built the SIGN2 DNA string based
on two input molecules PROC and SIGN1 as is seen in
Fig. 6. The SIGN2 beginning is complementary to the
SIGN1 molecule. Desired passing follows 18 SIGN2 nu-
cleotides counted from its 5’ end. Further part of the
SIGN2 molecule is complementary to the PROC string.
This jump executed during amplification is denoted by

TABLE IV
SIGN2 sequence

Name [bp] Sequence of nucleotides

SIGN2 104 5’ - AA AAG CTT GGT ACC GCT
GTG GAA TGT GTG TCA CGC
CCT ACC CAT CCC AAA AAC
CTG ATG TGA TGT TCT CCA
TTT ATC TTA TCA TGT CTG
CTC GAG AAT TCC CCC - 3’
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A B C D E F G H I

-100bp

Fig. 5. Electrophoretogram of lowered temperature re-
action products

the dashed line. It is not really probable that the reac-
tion proceeds in the same way. It is suspected that more
sophisticated DNA structures are created before amplifi-
cation [38–40]. After repeating the experiment several
times under the same conditions it was sure that the re-
sulting products SIGN2 had very similar sequences and
it was no change in the reaction course and the prod-
uct structure. It is very probable that DNA strands with
more proper sequences [41] can produce more correct out-
put DNA string (without the address sector of PROC).
Any way polymerase ability of passing (by jumping over
double-stranded joints) was proved here.

SIGN2

SIGN1PROC

Fig. 6. Input and result sequences

5 DNA System Description

Implemented in the experiment DNA token system is de-
noted before amplification by�

S0

1 �(1)

PA �(2)

�
�
PD � (2)(1)

+ + � S1" �

[ p]$

�
,

and after amplification by

�
S0

1 �(1)

PA �(2)

�
�
PD � (2)(1)

+ + � S1"
S2" � � � S0

2

�
,

where PROC= PD + PA and PA is the address sector;
SIGN1= S0

1 + S1" and S0

1 is the address sector; SIGN2=
S0

2 + S2".
Given above mechanism can be utilised in many specific
DNA structures describing processors and tokens. For ex-
ample the following command: ”get data D from the A
processor and send it to the B processor” is denoted after
execution by �

A �(1)

~A �(2)

�
� ~D � (2)(1)

+ + � B

D � � � ~B

�
.

Another exemplary command: ”send dataD1 to theB pro-
cessor, get there data D2 and send together with D1 to the
A processor” is described after execution by� ~B �(1)

B �(2)

�
�
A � D2 � (2)(1)

+ + � D1

~A � ~D2 � � � ~D1

�
.

It is worth mentioning that it depends on a chosen primer
whetherD2 or D2 �D1 will be amplified together with the
part D3 of the A processor as is seen in the given below
descriptions:�

A �(1)

~A �(2)

�
�
D3 � (2)(1)

+ + � D2 � D1

[ + p1]
$

�
,�

A �(1)

~A �(2)

�
�
D3 � (2)(1)

+ + � D2 � D1 �

[ p2]
$

�
.

It is very important for every data sector D to have at the
3’ end two special sequences: the first one for the reading
token amplification primer, the second one filled only with
T nucleotides for passing polymerase reaction DNA string.

It is no doubt that well-known modus ponens inference
rule [42, 43] denoted by

�; �) �

�
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can be implemented with use of passing mechanism, where
first � is the name of ~�0 � ~� similar to the PROC processor,
�) � is just the name of �� ~�" the input token name like
SIGN1 and � means the output token similar to SIGN2:�

� �(1)

~� �(2)

�
� ~�0 � (2)(1)

+ + � ~�"
� � � � �

�
.

Thus, DNA passing token systems can also implement
inference systems [8, 45, 46] on molecular level, which
are simplified versions of future much more larger ex-
pert systems with capacity greater than that one of human
brain [14].

6 Conclusions

In this paper the mechanism of sending data between
two molecular processors with use of DNA tokens was de-
scribed and implemented during experiments in the genetic
engineering laboratory. This method allows sending data
to more than one processor in the so called multicast send-
ing (to many, but not all processors) and broadcast sending
(to all processors) known in distributed net computing us-
ing e.g. IP (Internet Protocol). During solution cooling
the probability of attaching tokens to the processors with
different address sequence of nucleotides increases. With
appriopriate design of these sequences only strictly known
processor groups can receive tokens of the same type.

Another way of sending tokens in broadcast mode re-
quires utilising of artificially synthesized nucleotides N
complementary to all typical nucleotides A,T,G,C. In this
case first tokens will hybridize only to arbitrary (during
design) chosen processors, second ones to groups of pro-
cessors and third ones to all processors. For example if
there are processors with adresses 1) AATT, 2) AAGG, 3)
GCAA, 4) TATA, then the token with the address TTAA
attaches to the processor number 1, the token with the ad-
dress TTNN - to the processor number 1 and processor
number 2, at last the token with the address NNNN - to
all processors. Thus, implementation of address sequences
with nucleotides N allows for different sending ways at
the same temperature. This is the great advantage. Un-
fortunately, not all enzymes can digest such new type se-
quences. Therefore the only problem is connected with
proper enzyme selection.

It is expected that the described molecular processor
with changing states [44] during computation will be in-
vented in the near future and will consist of more than one
DNA molecule. It is obvious that the real advantage of
such systems appears during massively parallel computa-
tion. Million molecular processors could be attached with

their 3’ ends to a typical DNA chip or magnetic beads
placed in a microreactor. Thus, it would be the first pro-
totype of future powerful molecular computers.
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